
Enjoy these advantages now 

 

CONTRACT ONLY WHAT YOU NEED 

Contract only what you need: electricity, gas or a 

NO MINIMUM TIME COMMITMENT 

You decide whether you want to stay or leave, 

FOR EVERYONE 

A CONSTANTLY STABLE PRICE 

100% ONLINE

A DISCOUNT FOR EVER 

PRICE WITH ONE DISCOUNT
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12%* DISCOUNT for EVER on your total electricity bill
(power capacity charge and energy charge).

Prices for power capacities > 15 kW (depending on time of use)

€ 6.78 /kW month

€ 0.116628/kWh

€ 0.094473/kWh

€ 0.068229/kWh

PRICES ARE SHOWN BEFORE TAXES AND WITH THE 12% DISCOUNT INCLUDED
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Provided the customer has contracted the One Tari and preferentially uses the Online channels. The applicable hours correspond at all times with those of the customer’s access tari . Taxes not
included. Access tariff: 3.0A. Power minimum 15,001 kW. Customer type: Residential, Businesses, Communities of owners. Document edited 10/01/2017. Offer valid for contracts between
15/01/2017 and 31/05/2017.



 

 

 

 

Regardless of the contents of the applicable General Conditions which are at your disposal, these Conditions regulate the specific requisites to be eligible for the One Tariff
and associated discount, as well as the applicable terms and conditions.

The prices indicated above referring to the One Tariff may be updated every 1 January after contracting the service in line with the actual CPI value (the last official
published inter-annual Consumer Price Index at the time of update) and to take into account any variations in the current regulated components applicable to electricity and
gas supply, and any new components that may be approved through the pertinent regulations. Such modifications, both increases and decreases, will be passed on to
customers. For this purpose, consumer profile P1=33% and P2=67% will be considered. However, for subsequent years any modification to the economic conditions, in
addition to those described above, will take place in April and October, and will be communicated 1 month in advance, notwithstanding the Customer’s right to terminate the
contract. The discounts will be as established specifically for each product.

Hours: The time periods correspond at all times to those of your access fee. Currently considered peak hours (P1) from 11h to 15h in summer time and from 18h to 22h in
winter time (in the Balearic islands all year round), valley hours (P3) from 0h to 8h and flat (P2) the rest. Ceuta and Melilla are not included.

The power to be invoiced will be calculated in the same way as your access tariff, applying the billing by maximeter.
This offer is valid for supplies with tariff 3.0A, which do not have or have not had the One Tariff, for customers who pay their bills by direct debit and meet the following
conditions.

On the website www.endesaclientes.com customers must select the utilities to which they would like the One Tariff to be applied and may also add, if they so expressly
decide, electricity and/or gas maintenance services, or electricity assistance services.

Actual contracting of the utilities will depend on granting of access to the grid by the distributors. If a maintenance service is also selected, it will take effect from the time of
contracting the associated supply.

To contract the One Tariff, customers must register on www.endesaclientes.com using the form provided and subject to the conditions available on that website. For these
purposes, it will be considered that the customer has read and accepted all the General and Particular Conditions of the products (electricity, gas, maintenance or assistance
service) that can be expressly selected and is responsible for the veracity and accuracy of the information provided. Once you have contracted the One Tariff, the general
and particular conditions of this tariff will be sent to you by e-mail, and you may withdraw from the contract within a term of not more than 14 days after receiving them by
e-mail.

Confirmed registration will determine the date as of which the customer will start to enjoy the One Tariff and the exclusive discounts for this tariff. The fixed discount applied
to the energy charge and power capacity charge will remain in force for as long as the customer makes use preferentially of online channels.

To do so, the customer must register on the website www.endesaclientes.com which will be the channel of communication between the parties and the medium used to
update personal information (full name, Tax Identification Number, e-mail address, mobile no., address for corresponding and bank direct debt information). These
communications will be made using this channel and e-mail preferably, especially for communications relating to billing and payment and commercial communications
(including information on the contracted services or other services offered by ENDESA).

Registration also implies agreement with electronic issuing and receipt of bills for the products contracted, including possible associated services, as well as conformation
that payments will be made by direct debit from the account indicated.

However, the customer may at any time, and with no penalty whatsoever, contract a different product, terminate the contractual relationship or revoke registration by calling
the Endesa customer service telephone number or at any of our Commercial Offices and Service Points.

Non-preferential use of the online channel will entail forfeiting the discount. Furthermore, breach of the other conditions will expressly entail forfeiting the right to benefit from
the advantages offered by the One Tariff and therefore as of the date of termination the conditions of the Endesa “Tempo 24 hours Tariff” product shall apply, the conditions
of which are published and can be consulted by you at any time on its website www.endesaclientes.com

In any of the above cases ENDESA may apply an exclusion period of 6 months before accepting new registration by the customer for the same product (One Tariff).


